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Snippet roundup: J&J shrinks, while Vernalis
vanishes altogether
Edwin Elmhirst
Welcome to your weekly roundup of EP Vantage’s snippets – short takes on smaller news items.
This week, March 12-16, 2018, we had thoughts on the following: J&J sheds another medtech business;
Siemens Healthineers sets a record; et tu, Vernalis? UK biotech succumbs to the ides of March; right to try
applies to legislation too; subpoena adds to Myriad’s hereditary test pressures; Teva cull unlikely to have
claimed its last victim; Astra as good as confirms that Mystic has failed; Acufocus sells its Kamra; Glaxo gets
another Advair reprieve.
These snippets were previously published daily via twitter.
J&J sheds another medtech business
March 16, 2018
The statement is couched in cautious language, but it looks like Johnson & Johnson’s divestment of its Lifescan
diabetes unit is all but a done deal. The company – less of a conglomerate with each passing day – has
received a binding offer of $2.1bn for what remains of its diabetes business from the investment group
Platinum Equity, and though consultations are under way and the acceptance period for the offer lasts until
June J&J appears to be shrinking further away from medtech. It has sold off or shut down seven businesses
since it shook off Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics in early 2014, and four of these went for more than $1bn. If the
Lifescan sale does indeed go ahead, the proportion of revenue J&J gets from medical devices will shrink from
around 35% to 33%.

Siemens Healthineers sets a record
March 16, 2018
Having curbed the size of its IPO at the planning stage, Siemens Healthineers had to take a further haircut – or
perhaps more of a trim – to get the offering away this morning. The price of €28 ($34.51) per share was just
marginally below the midpoint of the preannounced range, allowing the German group to raise €4.2bn ($5.2bn)
and valuing Healthineers at around €28bn. Though the deal has nearly halved in size from the initial figure
bandied around – €10bn – it is still comfortably the largest healthcare IPO in history. Trading actually opened at
€29.10, and had reached €29.80 at noon CET. Moving away from its parent could allow Healthineers to cut its
overheads by €240m in the medium term, according to Barclays analysts; sadly the group seems to have
missed a neat opportunity to change that ridiculous name.

Et tu, Vernalis? UK biotech succumbs to the ides of March
March 15, 2018

Comparisons to the fall of a Roman emperor are stretched, but confirmation that time is up for Vernalis is a
major moment for UK biotech. The company was forged from successive mergers of mostly British drug
developers over the past 18 years, and has survived brushes with death before: it has avoided bankruptcy at
least once, entered and exited the US twice, and raised many hundreds of millions from investors to fund
various corporate strategies. Its latest pivot looks to have finally done for it, however – a decision to enter the
US cough and cold market with a narcotic-based product portfolio at the exact time when attitudes towards
opiates were hardening was fatally mistimed. The business is up for sale and US operations are being wound
down, with chief exec Ian Garland pledging to leave when the process has ended. With the company’s
enterprise value already half its £44m ($61m) cash balance the UK life sciences sector must brace itself for an
ignominious end to one of the country’s most famous names. Its end also spells yet another catastrophe for the
well-known fund manager Neil Woodford – he was a vocal supporter of Mr Garland’s strategy, and his funds
own around 30% of Vernalis’s stock.

Right to try applies to legislation too
March 14, 2018
An attempt to pass national “right-to-try” legislation in the US House of Representatives fell short yesterday,
failing to draw the two-thirds vote necessary for passage under the fast-track procedure being used by the
Republican leadership. With 38 states having already enacted right-to-try measures, however, the national
effort might serve as a largely symbolic gesture. Nevertheless, the 259-140 US House vote suggests that the
legislation has strong support and could pass with a simple majority under normal pathways that require
committee hearings. Using these pathways, though, could lead to passage of the bill taking months and likely
becoming part of a bigger healthcare package. Right-to-try legislation, which is designed to permit terminally ill
patients to take investigational drugs without having to enrol into clinical trials, got a boost when President
Donald Trump expressed support for it in his State of the Union address in January.
Subpoena adds to Myriad’s hereditary test pressures
March 14, 2018
In 2011 Labcorp, its competitor Quest Diagnostics and six other diagnostics companies were found to have
overcharged California’s Medicaid programme; Labcorp had to pay $50m and Quest $241m to settle the case.
So when Myriad Genetics quietly revealed in a Form 8-K filed late on Monday that it had received a subpoena
by the US Department of Health and Human Services related to “possible false or otherwise improper claims”
under Medicare and Medicaid, its shareholders reacted with horror. The subpoena requests documents relating
to Myriad’s core technology, hereditary cancer tests; according to William Blair analysts, doctors typically order
the BRACAnalysis breast and ovarian cancer test and myRisk, which tests for eight cancers, for Medicare
patients. Sales of Myriad’s hereditary cancer tests are forecast to decline, from $512m in 2017 to $483m in
2022, according to EvaluateMedTech’s sellside consensus, and the company has been trying to diversify away
from this technology. The possibility of a multimillion-dollar settlement only adds to the pressure Myriad is
under, and so does yesterday’s 12% share price fall.

Teva cull unlikely to have claimed its last victim
March 13, 2018
The good news for Sosei is that Teva’s canning of a deal with its UK subsidiary Heptares is unlikely to reflect
doubts about the early-stage oral antimigraine assets in question. Rather, it looks like yet another effort to
shore up the Israeli company’s precarious financial position and focus on paying down debt. Teva’s chief
executive, Kåre Schultz, recently boasted of having culled 25 speciality R&D projects, saying: “Teva has been

very successful on taking good ideas within neurology and CNS into its pipeline from other research
organisations ... whereas it has not been our strength to do the basic research.” This will be little solace to
investors in the remaining biotech companies with which Teva still has deals in place, and many might well
wonder for how long the Israeli group will continue with such companies as Erytech, whose Graspa recently
failed in AML, or Galena, now that this struggling group has been taken over by Sellas. At the JP Morgan
healthcare conference Mr Schultz said Teva was focusing on key assets only, and the Sosei setback shows that
even its core area of neurology is not safe.

Astra as good as confirms that Mystic has failed
March 12, 2018
Investors can take today’s six-month delay to final readout of Astrazeneca’s Mystic trial as further confirmation
that Imfinzi is a bust in first-line metastatic lung cancer. Still, given Astra’s success in getting Imfinzi approved
for earlier first-line use – in stage III, non-metastatic disease, based on the Pacific study – Mystic is largely
irrelevant; this likely explains why Astra’s stock did not react to this morning’s revelation that the trial would
now read out in the second rather than the first half of this year. A delay to an event-driven study like Mystic
results from subjects across the trial living longer than expected, which in Mystic’s case is likely due to
progressing patients crossing over to other treatments, including rival anti-PD-(L)1 agents, and wiping out a
relative benefit. Mystic had already failed to show a progression-free survival benefit at its first readout last
year. The first-line NSCLC market now looks like being split between Keytruda and Tecentriq in the stage IV
setting, with Imfinzi having stage III disease to itself.

Acufocus sells its Kamra
March 12, 2018
It took Acufocus four years from foundation to get its corneal implant Kamra CE marked and a further 10 to
gain US approval. The company has now decided not to enjoy the fruit of its labours, and has sold the device to
Sightlife Surgical, a Seattle-based group that processes and sells corneal transplant tissue. The sum for which
the device – the first such implant to be approved by the FDA for the surgical correction of presbyopia, and the
leader of the market, according to Acufocus – changed hands has not been disclosed. Acufocus says the
divestment frees it up to concentrate on development and US approval of its IC-8 intraocular lens. The deal is
likely to come as a disappointment for Acufocus’s venture investors, who have ponied up the best part of
$200m over the past 16 years and were doubtless hoping for an exit in the form of an acquisition ever since
Kamra reached the US in 2015. That those investors include Medtronic and Bausch & Lomb only makes the lack
of a trade sale all the more disappointing.

Glaxo gets another Advair reprieve
March 12, 2018
Glaxosmithkline’s worst-case scenario – that substitutable generic versions of Advair would be launched in the
US by mid-2018 – now appears even less likely after another knockback for Hikma and Vectura. The FDA’s
decision to uphold a previous complete response letter leaves Mylan’s contender as the only copycat that
could realistically mount a challenge this year – Mylan expects FDA action on a response to its own complete
response letter in June. Glaxo previously said that, should a substitutable Advair generic be launched by mid2018, US sales from its top product would more than halve to £750m ($1bn). Meanwhile, even with no
substitutable generic this year, US Advair sales would still drop 20-25%, the company predicted, and this now
looks like the most likely scenario. Hikma and Vectura are now out of the running for at least a year – the FDA
has requested a new clinical study, which Hikma plans to start in the coming weeks, and submit to the agency
“as early as possible in 2019”. Hikma’s stock was down 3% this morning, while Vectura fell 5%.
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